
I
n this era of fast development and equally
faster growing population, the small towns
and cities are changing into metro cities.

With increase in population the land scarcity
for residential and commercial activities is
building up very fast. Hence, multi-storied
buildings for commercial activities are being
constructed and the number of such complexes
is increasing fast day by day. With increasing
production, the business houses are opening
their offices and showrooms in numbers for
marketing their products. Therefore buildings
for these commercial purposes have become a
necessity. Such offices are being operated for

multi-storied commercial complexes. 
While construction of multistoried

complexes most of the Vaastu principles
cannot be followed. Due to high price, most of
the value for the price is taken and maximum
utilization of space is done. Even doing so, if the
rules laid in Vaastu are followed while
construction of commercial complex they gain
fame and are sold quickly and the business or
offices operating for such buildings become
profitable, believes vaastu experts.

◗◗ A rectangular plot of side ratios between
1:1 to 1:2 are best suited for the purpose.
Constructions on such plots is auspicious
and is beneficial not only to the owners
but also to the occupants who rent or buy
the commercial units in such
constructions. 

◗◗ There should be enough space left around
the building. More open space towards
North and East side of the building as
compared to south and west sides. 

◗◗ Lawn in north side open space and
parking in east side is auspicious. 

◗◗ Slope of the land should be from south to
North and West to East. 

◗◗ As far as possible the main gate should
never be in South-west zone of the plot.
The height of the main door to the
building should be more than the entry
doors of individual units in the complex. 

◗◗ Any underground water storage or tube-
well may be constructed either in North
or North-East zone of the plot. Whereas,
overhead water storage tanks may be put
in north-west. 

◗◗ Waste water drained out of the building
and also the rain water should flow

towards the north or east directions. 
◗◗ If the trees are used in horticulture, tall and

dense trees should not be near the building.
They should be such planted that their
shadow does not drop on the building till 4
pm in evening. 

◗◗ Every floor should be constructed in such a
manner that fresh air should flow freely in
every room. There should be provision of day
light to enter in every room of the building. 

◗◗ If attached toilet is to be provided with any
room in the complex, it should be in the
south portion of the room. 

◗◗ If store room is required along with the

office, it should be in the south or west part of
the room. 

◗◗ It is advisable to construct stairs in the south
or west zone of the main building. Stairs in
north or east portion of the building are not
auspicious.

◗◗ The major construction of the building
should be in South/West side of the area.

◗◗ The generators and other electrical
equipments should always be kept in the
southeast corner.

◗◗ Staircase should be provided on southwest
and should always be clockwise while
climbing up. 

◗◗ The overhead tank should be made in the
Southwest.

◗◗ Adequate lawns with big trees should be
developed in south and west and the lawns
with tender plants and with lot of water
should be planted in the north or east side. 

◗◗ A small temple can be constructed in
northeast corner or the center of the
building. The temple can have entrance from
all the four sides or from east and north but
one should be careful that the entrance gate
of the temple should not be in front of the
entrance gate of any complex or shop.

◗◗ The toilet should be constructed in
Northwest or Western corner and never in
Northeast corner.

◗◗ The slope of the land should be towards
North or East.

◗◗ There should be lot of windows on the North
& East walls as compared to South and West
walls.

◗◗ The shape of the building should always be
regular.

——  PPaannddiitt  MMoohhaann  SShhaarrmmaa
(Writer is an astrologer)

U
rban Planning
plays a vital role in
development of
any city or town.

Indian cities are growing
with leaps and bounds. In
addition to maintenance of
existing infrastructure,
constant need of
infrastructure is arising
with growing cities. For
developing countries like
India, capital for urban
facilities was and is a major
challenge. In today's Indian
cities needs are mainly
compared to availability of
infrastructure and
resources. Development
oriented politics lead to
push development but many
times lack of financial
resources squeezes fervent
plans. Gone are the days
when governments merely
waiting for funds. The days
of waiting games are over. 

The mindset and patience
endurance of people has
also changed. Those who are
in decision making are
constantly under scanner
and 'perform of perish' sort
of situation is created by
people's expectation. Thus
understanding the need of
the hour, development plans
are linked to tap Real estate
potential to generate

monetary resources to fund
projects and infrastructure.
The best example of the
same is recently finalised
Development Plan of
Ahmedabad.

MEASURING TOOLS
Land based financing of
infrastructure is gaining
acceptance. Fortunately
today real estate is at its
peak in across all Indian
cities. Urban development is
considered an opportunity.
Some cities are already in to
practice to raise money for
urban infrastructure by
capturing land asset values
in transaction with private
sector, in terms of leases,
sales, developer's exactions
or betterment levies. Several
land based financing
methods like higher Floor
Space Index (FSI),
Transferable Development
Rights (TDR), Impact Fees,
Area Linked Development
Charge, External
Development Charge,
Betterment Levy, etc. have
been used as tools for
financing urban
infrastructure/civic
amenity development
in India.

URBAN DEVELOPMENT
Town Planning Schemes
mechanism in Gujarat is the
best examples of land
pulling mechanism for
urban development. When
it come to Ahmedabad,
earlier the authority was
generating betterment tax
and financial resource
through selling reservation
plots kept under land for
sale for financing

infrastructure. For higher
FSI, fixed amount was
charged for extra FSI within
permissible limits. Sensing
the need and opportunity
the latest recently finalised
Development Plan, 2024 of
Ahmedabad the provision of
the chargeable FSI (Floor
Space Index) is interlinked
with land values which will
generate substantial funds. 

THE ROAD AHEAD
Great potential lies in
higher FSI on existing and
proposed BRTS and Metro
route. Moreover last year,
civic authority has increased
property taxes which will
ensure steady tax collection
flow on consumed FSI
(Floor Space Index). This is

the best example for other
civic authorities to know
how to use private land as a
resource to generate
optimum capital to fuel
development projects. Idea
of building a place has taken
over building a project
which is considered an
appreciated move. Today,
vision for cities has changed;
thanks to will and quality
educated and trained
manpower infield for urban
planning. 

With growing form of
Ahmedabad city, higher
FSI within city will
promote work place
culture and the vision of
compact efficient city for
its citizen with enhance
accessibility, connectivity

and integrated planning
and implementation of
transportation-land use
and vice versa with state of
art physical infrastructure
doesn't look distant dream!
Moreover central
government has taken an
initiative of 'Smart Cities'
and guideline for the same
will be issued in due
course. Huge funds for the
same is going to be
allocated for the same in
near future, Ahmedabad
being in the list of
destination of smart cities
will be beneficiary
of the same.

——  AAnnuusshhrraavv  BBhhaatttt
(Writer is a city-based

Housing Planner 
and Real Estate Analyst)

B
ikash Patel, a businessman,
has been planning investment
on potential areas in Gujarat

where he tours extensively. He feels
that investing in Rajkot and

Ahmedabad is fine
but is looking for
suggestions on
what makes for a
safe investment.
Most buyers, such
as Patel, know what
checklists to look
up before investing
in a particular city but
in light of the recent
earthquakes, an extra dose of
caution needs to be exercised.
A layman may believe that a state
falls under a particular seismic

zone, which is true to a certain
extent. However within the same
state of Gujarat, the Kutch region
falls under seismic zone V, Rajkot
on the contrary, comes under

seismic zone
IV and
Ahmedabad is
marked under
zone III. See
how safe your
home is
before your

purchase?
Ensure that the soil

on which the foundation
of the building has been laid is

suitable for construction. Next, a
structural engineer would have
doubly checked the safety standards

so one could rely on his/her
certificate. In areas that are prone
to earthquakes, building codes
should not be flouted. More so, even
as an individual you need to be sure
in which zone your property is. 

"We are very relaxed when it
comes to implementation. The best
approach would be that if the city
comes in Zone II in the seismic
chart, buildings should be designed
to suit the need of the location. The
government needs to take the lead
in this endeavor," says Prof TG
Sitharam of Civil Engineering
department, Indian Institute of
Science, Bengaluru. 

V Suresh, vice chairman, National
Building Code of India and former
CMD, HUDCO says, "Violating
building codes is disastrous. For
example, in the Gujarat earthquake
of 2001, over 13,600 people lost
their lives and over 8.5 lakh homes
were rendered damaged either fully
or partially. Contrast this with the
earthquake of a higher magnitude
that shook Seattle in United States
in the same year where there were
no casualties due to strong pre-
disaster mitigation efforts in the
state."The need for similar disaster
management techniques should be
in place in India as well. 

SOME TIPS:
◗◗ If you are already living in a house

that requires further
strengthening, go for retrofitting

◗◗ As an individual, consult a
structural engineer who would
look into the safety parameters in
the building. This should be kept
in mind especially when you are
building your own house in a new
plot and not buying from a
reputed developer
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◗◗ Soil checks are important even
before the foundation is laid and you
must demand that the developer
helps you go through his data bank
where he has recorded the details.
After the progress of construction,
ensuring safety is not possible and
whenever possible, very costly

◗◗ Dwelling should be a framed
structure. It acts as an integrated
member for the floor, slab, beam,
columns. The structure may tilt, but
it wouldn't collapse with such an
arrangement

◗◗ It should contain resisting elements
such as shear walls. There cannot be
an earthquake resistant structure
without the use of shear walls
especially in high-risk zones. Its use
ensures security because it is a
reinforced concrete wall which is
integrated to the bottom beam as
well as the roof beam. In case of an
earthquake, the wall wouldn't
collapse

There was an increased interest for
earthquake-resistant buildings after
Latur and Bhuj calamities. With
increasing awareness, developers now
conform to all earthquake-related
measures. So ensure the safety of the
building before you make the purchase.

——  SSnneehhaa  SShhaarroonn  MMaammmmeenn
(With inputs from 

Magicbricks Bureau)   
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Untapping the potential of Private Land for Infrastructure. Read on to know more…

✱
▲THE KUTCH REGION FALLS

UNDER SEISMIC ZONE V,
RAJKOT ON THE CONTRARY,
COMES UNDER SEISMIC ZONE
IV AND AHMEDABAD IS
MARKED UNDER ZONE III

▲ LIVING IN A HOUSE THAT RE-
QUIRES FURTHER STRENGTH-
ENING?GO FOR RETROFITTING

TOWN PLANNING
SCHEMES
MECHANISM IN
GUJARAT IS THE
BEST EXAMPLES OF
LAND PULLING
MECHANISM FOR
URBAN
DEVELOPMENT
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